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178.

By January 1, 2019, CPD will develop a training bulletin that provides guidance

on weapons discipline, including circumstances in which officers should and should not point a
firearm at a person. CPD will incorporate training regarding pointing of a firearm in the annual
use of force training required by this Agreement in 2019.
179.

CPD will clarify in policy that when a CPD officer points a firearm at a person to

detain the person, an investigatory stop or an arrest has occurred, which must be documented.
CPD will also clarify in policy that officers will only point a firearm at a person when
objectively reasonable under the totality of the circumstances.
180.

Beginning July 1, 2019, CPD officers will, at a minimum, promptly after the

incident is concluded, notify OEMC of investigatory stop or arrest occurrences in which a CPD
officer points a firearm at a person in the course of effecting the seizure. The notification will
identify which CPD beat(s) pointed a firearm at a person in the course of effecting the seizure.
The City will ensure that OEMC data recording each such notification is electronically linked
with CPD reports and body-worn camera recordings associated with the incident, and all are
retained and readily accessible to the supervisor of each CPD beat(s) identified in the
notification.
181.

OEMC will notify an immediate supervisor of the identified beat(s) each time the

pointing of a firearm is reported. Notified CPD supervisors will ensure that the investigatory stop
or arrest documentation and the OEMC recordation of the pointing of a firearm are promptly
reviewed in accordance with CPD policy. CPD supervisors will effectively supervise the CPD
members under their command consistent with their obligations set forth in the Supervision
section of this Agreement.
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182.

A designated unit at the CPD headquarters level will routinely review and audit

documentation and information collected from all investigatory stop and arrest occurrences in
which a CPD officer pointed a firearm at a person in the course of effecting a seizure. The
review and audit will be completed within 30 days of each such occurrence. This review and
audit will:
a. identify whether the pointing of the firearm at a person allegedly violated
CPD policy;
b. identify any patterns in such occurrences and, to the extent necessary, ensure
that any concerns are addressed; and
c. identify any tactical, equipment, training, or policy concerns and, to the extent
necessary, ensure that the concerns are addressed.
The designated unit at the CPD headquarters level will, where applicable, make appropriate
referrals for misconduct investigations or other corrective actions for alleged violations of CPD
policy. At the completion of each review and audit, the designated unit at the CPD headquarters
level will issue a written notification of its findings and, if applicable, any other appropriate
actions taken or required to an immediate supervisor as described above.
183.

CPD will ensure that the designated unit at the CPD headquarters level

responsible for performing the duties required by this Part has sufficient resources to perform
them, including staff with sufficient experience, rank, knowledge, and expertise.
184.

CPD officers will not be required to notify OEMC of the pointing of a firearm at a

person when the CPD officer is a SWAT Team Officer responding to a designated SWAT
incident, as defined in Special Order S05-05, or an officer assigned to a federal task force during
the execution of federal task force duties.
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185.

CPD officers will not be required to notify OEMC of any unholstering or display

of a firearm or having a firearm in a “low ready” position during the course of an investigation,
unless the firearm is pointed at a person.
186.

The City will ensure that all documentation and recordation of investigatory stop

or arrest occurrences in which a CPD member points a firearm at a person, including OEMC
data, is maintained in a manner that allows the Monitor, CPD, and OAG to review and analyze
such occurrences. Beginning January 1, 2020, the Monitor will analyze these occurrences on an
annual basis to assess whether changes to CPD policy, training, practice, or supervision are
necessary, and to recommend any changes to the process of documenting, reviewing, and
analyzing these occurrences. CPD will either adopt the Monitor’s recommendations or respond
in writing within 30 days. Any dispute regarding the whether the Monitor’s recommendations
should be implemented will be resolved by the Court.

